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RESEARCH STATEMENT
Unabridged

Pat Devlin (prd41@math.rutgers.edu)

My research interests are in discrete mathematics, which includes combinatorics, graph theory,
and theoretical computer science. I tend to gravitate to problems that are easy to state yet
have proved resistant to established approaches. I especially like problems that seem potentially
amenable to other, ideally surprising areas of mathematics such as algebra, Fourier analysis,
topology, and probability.

I have written on diverse topics in discrete math including algorithms [14, 7], hypergraphs
[17], sequences [15, 18], information theory [3], and extremal combinatorics [16, 13]. To provide
a more cohesive narrative, I discuss here four papers connected not by content so much as by
their association with a main theme of my research: probability in discrete mathematics.

For easier reading, I begin with quick, high-level accounts followed by more detailed de-
scriptions of each of the four. I conclude with some discussion of continuing research plans.

Matrices with large permanent [7]

Leonid Gurvits [24] proved that the permanent of an n × n matrix A over C is bounded by
its operator norm via |perm(A)| ≤ ‖A‖n. Motivated by questions related to boson sampling
and quantum computing, Scott Aaronson and Travis Hance [1] asked for a characterization of
matrices for which this bound is nearly tight. Appealing to inverse Littlewood-Offord theory
(developed by Terry Tao and Van Vu), several papers [2, 28] attempted to address this question
with only limited successs. We settled it by proving (a quantified version of) the following,
which was a conjecture of Aaronson.

Theorem 1. If |perm(A)| ≥ ‖A‖n/n100, then A must have a readily identifiable form where
virtually every row and column is dominated by a single entry of very large modulus.

Although the result deterministically holds for all matrices over C, our proof is entirely proba-
bilistic, using Talagrand’s inequality, hypercontractivity, and Khintchine’s inequality. It would
be interesting to extend our results to obtain deterministic algorithms approximating |perm(A)|
to within an additive error of ±ε‖A‖n, which was a driving motivation of [1].

Permutations and entropy [3]

We prove the following, which was conjectured by Tom Leighton and Ankur Moitra [27] in
connection with the algorithmic problem of sorting under partial information.

Theorem 2. If σ is a random (not necessarily uniform) permutation of {1, 2, . . . , n} satisfying

|P(σ(i) < σ(j))− 1/2| > ε ∀i 6= j (1)

for fixed ε > 0, then σ has entropy at most (1− δ) log(n!), where δ > 0 depends only on ε.

That is, the assumption (1) implies a significant loss of information relative to the entropy of
a uniform distribution (namely log(n!)). Leighton and Moitra proved this in the special case
where P(σ(i) < σ(j)) > 1/2 + ε for all i < j. Our proof uses a mix of probabilistic and graph
theoretic techniques including a version of Szemerédi’s regularity lemma, a coupling argument,
and martingale concentration results. Continuing our work on this, we would like to better
understand the dependence of δ on ε, for which we conjecture δ = Cε4 should suffice.
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Stability in the Erdős–Ko–Rado theorem [16]

For n ≥ 2k + 1, the Kneser graph, K(n, k), has as vertices the k-element subsets of [n] :=
{1, 2, . . . , n} with vertices A and B adjacent iff A ∩ B = ∅. Recall that the independence
number, α(G), of a graph G is the maximum size of a set of vertices containing no edges. In the
language of Kneser graphs, the classical Erdős–Ko–Rado theorem [20] says α(K(n, k)) =

(
n−1
k−1

)
(and that a largest independent set consists of all k-sets containing some fixed element of [n]).

Following a trend of considerable recent interest, Béla Bollobás and various co-authors [9]
considered this classical result in a probabilistic setting and asked when the same behavior is
likely to hold in the random subgraph Kp(n, k) ⊆ K(n, k) gotten by retaining edges indepen-
dently with probability p.

Combined with earlier work, our results completely determine the order of magnitude of
the “threshold” for this property. A formal statement is given in Theorem 6 below. Here, I just
highlight one case addressing what both [9] and [6] identified as the most interesting aspect of
the problem:

Theorem 3. There is a fixed ε > 0 such that for n = 2k + 1 and p > 1− ε,

lim
n→∞

P[α(Kp(n, k)) = α(K(n, k))] = 1.

The key steps of the proof rely on spectral techniques and results from Fourier analysis on the
slice to show that certain collections of vertices contain many edges in the Kneser graph. A
natural conjecture is that the above result should hold for all p > 3/4; though proving this
conjecture seems quite difficult, it is the most obvious direction for future research.

Fractional matchings in k-out hypergraphs [17]

Hypergraphs are extremely useful generalizations of graphs but are notoriously difficult to work
with. An r-uniform hypergraph H on vertex set V is a collection of r-subsets of V—thus 2-
uniform hypergraphs coincide with graphs. A perfect matching of a hypergraph is a subset of
the members of H (“edges”) that partitions the vertex set. The linear programming relaxation
of this is a perfect fractional matching, that is a nonnegative weighting of the edges of H for
which the weights of the edges containing any v ∈ V sum to 1.

For any r > 2, determining if an r-uniform hypergraph has a perfect matching is an NP-
complete problem [26], making the question both important and computationally intractible
(unless P = NP). Motivated by this and by a conjecture of Alan Frieze and Gregory Sorkin
[21], we prove the following, which extends earlier results for graphs to hypergraphs. (The
natural k-out model will be defined below.)

Theorem 4. For each r, there exists a constant C = C(r) such that if k > C, then the r-
uniform k-out hypergraph has a perfect fractional matching almost surely (i.e., with probability
tending to 1 as |V | → ∞).

Moreover, for r-uniform r-partite hypergraphs (again, defined below), a stronger result pre-
cisely characterizes (almost surely) the optimal fractional covers. A key step in our proof is
establishing that a certain expansion-type property deterministically implies the existence of
perfect fractional matchings in r-uniform hypergraphs. The most natural (albeit difficult) open
problem for future research would be to extend these results to perfect matchings; however, a
more promising direction would be to determine the best possible value of C(r).
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Papers in more detail
Matrices with large permanent

This is joint with Ross Berkowitz. It has been submitted to Israel Journal of Mathematics,
and a preprint is available on arXiv [7].

Background: For an n× n matrix A, its permanent and operator norm are defined as

perm(A) :=
∑

σ∈Symn

∏
i

ai,σ(i), and ‖A‖ := max
‖~x‖2=1

‖A~x‖2,

where the sum ranges over the permutations of {1, . . . , n}.

Abstract: We prove a stability version of a general result that bounds the permanent of
a matrix in terms of its operator norm. More specifically, suppose A is an n × n matrix
over C (resp. R), and let P denote the set of n× n matrices over C (resp. R) that can be
written as a permutation matrix times a unitary diagonal matrix. Then it is known that
the permanent of A satisfies |perm(A)| ≤ ‖A‖n with equality iff A/‖A‖ ∈ P (where ‖A‖ is
the operator 2-norm of A). We show a stability version of this result asserting that unless
A is very close (in a particular sense) to one of these extremal matrices, its permanent is
exponentially smaller (as a function of n) than ‖A‖n. In particular, for any fixed α, β > 0,
we show that |perm(A)| is exponentially smaller than ‖A‖n unless all but at most αn rows
contain entries of modulus at least ‖A‖(1− β).

Motivated by applications to quantum computing, Aaronson and Hance [1] conjectured the
qualitative stability result stated in our abstract above, but they were unsure how to approach
it. Using techniques of inverse Littlewood-Offord theory (developed by Tao and Vu), Aaronson
and Nguyen [2] proved this conjecture in the special case of real orthogonal matrices A such
that the intersection of {−1, 1}n with its image under A is large. They also proved something
like our results below for stochastic matrices. A third attempt to prove the conjecture was
an unpublished manuscript of Nguyen [28], which pushes this machinery even further to get a
somewhat cumbersome condition that any matrix with large permanent must satisfy.

The main results of our paper are the following.

Theorem 5. Suppose A is an n×n matrix over C with ‖A‖ ≤ T , and set h∞ := 1
n

∑n
i=1 ‖ri‖∞,

where r1, . . . , rn are the rows of A. Then we have

(i) |perm(A)| ≤ T n exp
[
− n(1− h∞/T )2/105

]
; and

(ii) if A is over R, we also have |perm(A)| ≤ T n(n+ 6) exp
[
−
√
n(1− h∞/T )/400

]
.

On seeing our paper, Aaronson and Nguyen were enthusiastic about the above saying it was
precisely what they were hoping to show.

Proof sketch: Here is a rough outline of the proof. Without loss of generality, we assume
‖A‖2 ≤ 1, since our results are invariant under scaling. We start with the known fact that

|perm(A)| ≤ E
[(
‖AX‖1
n

)n]
,
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where X ∈ Cn is a random vector distributed uniformly over {z ∈ C : |z| = 1}n. This is a
simple result based on a formula of Glynn [23], and this was the same starting point as [24],
[2], and [28]. By Cauchy-Schwartz, the quantity within the expected value is deterministically
bounded above by ‖A‖ ≤ 1, so for all t > 0

|perm(A)| ≤ E
[(
‖AX‖1
n

)n]
≤ P(‖AX‖1 ≥ tn) + tn.

We then estimate the mean of ‖AX‖1 (using a generalization of Khintchine’s inequality), and
we argue that ‖AX‖1 is tightly concentrated about its mean (using Talagrand’s inequality for
the general case, and a combination of several ideas to get a more nuanced bound in the case
of real-valued matrices).

Future work: There are several intriguing open questions. The first concerns the optimality of
our results, where we conjecture that if ‖A‖ ≤ 1, then |perm(A)| ≤ e−Cn(1−h∞) (which would
be essentially best possible). A much more challenging goal would be to determine among
all matrices with given norm and h∞, which ones maximize |perm(A)|. Another interesting
direction would be to use these ideas to find deterministic algorithms approximating |perm(A)|.

Permutations and entropy

This is joint with Huseyin Acan as well as my advisor Jeff Kahn. This is currently being
written up for publication, and a preliminary manuscript should be available soon [3].

Background: Recall that the entropy of a discrete random variable X is defined as

H(X) = −
∑
x

P(X = x) log(P(X = x)),

and the entropy of a discrete distribution is defined similarly. We proved the following, which
was conjectured by Leighton and Moitra [27].

Main result: Suppose ε > 0 is fixed and σ is randomly chosen from some distribution on
permutations of {1, 2, . . . , n} such that |P(σ(i) > σ(j)) − 1/2| ≥ ε for all i 6= j. Then the
entropy of σ is at most (1− δ)n log(n) + o(n log(n)), where δ > 0 depends only on ε.

For any distribution satisfying the above hypothesis, we can associate a tournament1 T on
{1, 2, . . . , n}, which has the arc (i, j) iff P(σ(i) > σ(j)) ≥ ε + 1/2. Leighton and Moitra [27]
proved their conjecture in the case that T is transitive. Moreover, it is easy to see that for any ε,
this hypothesis can be met by a distribution with entropy at least (1−2ε)n log(n)−o(n log(n));
namely, with probability 2ε, select σ to be the identity, and otherwise select σ uniformly at
random. Therefore our result is best possible up to the value of δ.

Proof sketch: Our approach is as follows, which we describe in the language of tournaments.

(i) We construct disjoint subsets S1, S2, . . . , Sm of arcs of T .

1Note that the hypothesis about σ imposes a heavy restriction on T (see Fernandez de la Vega [12]).
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(ii) Let I ⊆ {1, 2, . . .m} be the indices, i, for which the ordering of σ agrees with at least
1/2+ε/2 of the arcs in Si. We can trivially conclude something like P(|I| > εm/4) ≥ ε/4.

(iii) We then argue that if σ were chosen from the uniform distribution, then it would be
excedingly unlikely for us to have |I| > εm/4.

(iv) Thus, σ has a non-neglible chance of doing something that a uniformly chosen permuta-
tion would virtually never do, which yields the desired bound on the entropy of σ.

In some sense, one could say that this basic approach also describes that of Leighton-Moitra
(which in turn follows de la Vega), although in the transitive case, the parts of their argument
corresponding to our steps (i) and (iii) were relatively straightforward.

The main difficulty in the proof was coming up with the subsets in (i) such that (iii) was
tractible [and true for that matter]. If Xi denotes the number of arcs of Si agreeing with the
ordering of σ, then we ideally want to pick our sets so that {Xi}i are independent and each is
tightly concentrated about its mean. However, although independence is easy in the transitive
case, it is not even possible in general.

We overcome this by introducing new random variables {Yi}i, which we carefully couple
with {Xi}i in such a way thatXi can be sufficiently well controlled in terms of Yi. We then argue
that {Yi}i are independent, and each is well concentrated about its mean. By our coupling,
this then gives us the corresponding result needed in (iii). To make this work, our original
proof iteratively uses Szemerédi’s regularity lemma for (i) and Azuma’s inequality for (iii).

Future work: The most natural open question is determining how δ ought to depend on ε.
The construction described above shows δ can be at most O(ε), and in the transitive case it is
shown that δ on the order of O(ε4) suffices [27]. Our original proof using Szemerédi’s regularity
lemma gives a terrible tower-type bound on δ in terms of ε (as expected). By appealing to
more elementary results related to the regularity lemma, we have since vastly improved this,
but we have yet to bring δ to within a polynomial of ε, as we conjecture should be the case.

Stability in the Erdős–Ko–Rado theorem

This is joint with my advisor Jeff Kahn and appears in SIAM J. of Discrete Mathematics [16].

Background: We refer the reader to the earlier overview for definitions of the Kneser graph
K(n, k) and the random subgraph Kp(n, k). In the Kneser graph, a star is one of the sets
Kx := {A : A 3 x} (where x ∈ [n]). Exploring a probabilistic version of the Erdős–Ko–Rado
theorem [20], Bollobás, Narayanan, and Raigorodskii [9] asked the following.

Problem: Determine the “threshold” probability pc(n, k) defined as the unique p satisfying

P[α(Kp(n, k)) = α(K(n, k))] = 1/2.

The statement α(Kp(n, k)) = α(K(n, k)) is equivalent to the statement that the stars of the
Kneser graph are (still) largest independent sets of Kp(n, k). Thus, a natural guess is that pc
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is driven by the need for the stars to be maximal independent sets. This event is routine to
analyze, and this line of reasoning turns out to suggest that pc should be asymptotic to

p0(n, k) :=

{(
n−k−1
k−1

)−1
ln(n

(
n−1
k

)
) if n ≥ 2k + 2,

3/4 if n = 2k + 1.

(Note n = 2k + 1 is not really special here: the form of p0 changes because we lose the
approximation of 1− p by e−p.)

Successively stronger results were achieved by the aforementioned Bollobás et al. [9] and
then by Balogh, Bollobás, and Narayanan [6] and Das and Tran [11]. In these papers, the
authors establish pc ∼ p0 for various ranges of k relative to n, and by [11] it was known
that p0 . pc . Cp0 for all k ≤ n(1/2 − δ). We proved the following, thereby finishing the
determination of pc up to a constant, and addressing the most delicate case n = 2k + 1, which
[9] and [6] point to as the most interesting aspect of the problem.

Theorem 6. There is a fixed C such that pc(n, k) ≤ Cp0(n, k) for all n/k ≤ 2.1; moreover,
there is a fixed ε > 0 such that pc(2k + 1, k) ≤ 1− ε.

Proof sketch: Our proof itself uses surprisingly little probability. For each collection of
vertices F having the size of a star, we simply bound the probability that F is an independent
set in Kp(n, k), and we take a union bound over all possible F . For this to work, we need
control on the number of Kneser edges present in F . We write F as F = K\B∪A, where K is
a star with |F \ K| minimal, and B = K \ F , and our argument then splits into three regimes
based on |A|. The key components of the proof were a double-counting argument, eigenvalue
expansion, and results from the method of Fourier analysis on the slice2 (viewing F as the

corresponding indicator function f : {0, 1}
(
n
k

)
→ R).

Future work: The most natural direction for future research is to improve the constants in
our bounds on pc, especially for n = 2k + 1, where the threshold should be 3/4, but we were
only able to prove it’s at most 1− ε. A more ambitious project would be to prove a “stopping-
time” version of this result, where the natural conjecture is that the Erdős–Ko–Rado theorem
will fail precisely when the stars are no longer maximal independent sets.

Perfect fractional matchings in hypergraphs

This is joint with my advisor Jeff Kahn. We are still looking to see in what ways our results
can be pushed, although proofs of our results as yet should be available soon [17].

Background: We refer the reader to the earlier overview for definitions of r-uniform hyper-
graphs, perfect matchings, and perfect fractional matchings.

Problem: Under what conditions can we assert that a sparse random hypergraph is very
likely to have a perfect fractional matching?

2An earlier version of our proof made extensive explicit use of Fourier analysis on the slice. But for ease of
presentation, this was since replaced by an independent result of [11] based on similar methods.
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In the Erdős-Rényi random graph, Gn,p, some graph properties (e.g., having a perfect matching
or being Hamiltonian) appear precisely when some easy-to-state minimum degree requirement
is met (and in fact, there are well-known stopping-time versions of these results as well). Thus,
in order to get a finer understanding of such properties, researchers turned their attention to
random graph models that automatically ensure these minimum degree conditions. One well-
studied example of this is the k-out model. In this model, at each vertex, u, we randomly draw
k edges containing u, and we do this independently for all u ∈ V . (Note, the resulting graph
will [almost certainly] not be regular.)

It has been proven that with probability tending to 1, the 2-out graph has a perfect matching
(introducing this model, Walkup [29] proved this for bipartite k-out, and Frieze [22] proved the
non-bipartite case) and that the 3-out graph has a Hamiltonian cycle (Bohman and Frieze [8]).
Extending such results to the setting of uniform hypergraphs is expected to be rather difficult
(e.g., this would imply the only-recently-resolved Shamir’s conjecture [25]). We examine instead
for which k the k-out hypergraph is likely to have a perfect fractional matching.

Proof sketch: We proved that for all r there exists a constant C = C(r) such that if k ≥ C,
then the k-out r-uniform hypergraph has a perfect fractional matching almost surely (i.e., with
probability tending to 1). We also proved this for the r-partite case, which has vertex set
V1 ∪ V2 ∪ · · · ∪ Vr and edges taken from V1 × · · · × Vr. We also showed the following lemma.

Lemma 7. Suppose H is an r-uniform hypergraph such that for any disjoint sets X and Y
where X contains no edges of H and |Y | ≤ (r − 1)|X|, there is an edge e ∈ H such that
e ∩X 6= ∅ = e ∩ Y . Then H has a perfect fractional matching.

We proved this lemma by an elementary argument using linear programming duality. For r-
uniform k-out hypergraphs, our result followed from a direct application of this lemma, however
for r-partite hypergraphs our argument was more involved, and we showed the following.

Theorem 8. For all r, there is a constant C = C(r) such that if k > C, then the k-out
r-uniform r-partite hypergraph almost surely has a perfect fractional matching. Moreover, the
only minimal weight fractional vertex covers are those whose weight is constant on each Vi.

Our proof of this was by duality together with a careful bookkeeping gadget.

Future work: The most obvious (albeit difficult) open question for future research would be to
extend these results to perfect matchings. A more promising direction would be to determine
the best possible value of C(r). Our current results have C(r) growing exponentially in r,
whereas the best lower bound we know of is constant. It will be interesting to see which of
these extremes (if either) is correct.

Continuing and future work
I am interested in many different areas within discrete math. The above descriptions already
mention quite a few intriguing research questions that I am still thinking about. Here I discuss
just two examples (among many) of other problems that interest me.

(a) Relating the chromatic number of a graph to those of its subgraphs

Suppose G is a graph on n vertices with chromatic number χ(G) = χ, and let Gp be
the random subgraph of G where each edge is included independently with probability
p. Alon, Krivelevich, and Sudakov [4] proved E[χ(G1/2)] ≥ Cχ/ log(n), and Boris Bukh
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suggested this could be improved to E[χ(G1/2)] ≥ Cχ/ log(χ). To get a feel for this con-
jecture, let us consider α(G1/2), for which we can show E[α(G1/2)] ≤ Cα(G) log(n/α(G))
using Túran’s theorem together with Boole’s inequality. This proves Bukh’s conjecture
when χ(G) = Θ(n/α(G)), and we thus need only consider the rare graphs for which this
is not the case. As intermediate steps, I propose the weaker conjectures

Conjecture 1: E[χ(G1/2)] ≥ Cχf/ log(χf ),

Conjecture 2: E[χ(Gp)] ≥ cpχ
p,

where χf is the fractional chromatic number of G and cp > 0 is a constant depending on
p. As before, Conjecture 1 holds when χf = Θ(n/α(G)), and the hope is that we might
be able to take advantage of linear programming duality. As for Conjecture 2, if 1/p is
an integer, it holds with cp = 1; however, taking G to be a large odd cycle already shows
we need cp ≤ 2/3p. In fact, even proving E[χ(G0.99)] ≥ Cχ0.5+ε would be interesting.

(b) Intersecting families of graphs

Let H be a fixed graph, and suppose F is a family of graphs on a common vertex set V
such that A ∩B contains a copy of H for all A,B ∈ F . How large can |F| be?

Normalizing, let µ(F) = |F|/2|V |(|V |−1)/2—thus µ(F) is the fraction of graphs on V that
are in F . Since F is intersecting, µ(F) ≤ 1/2, whereas we can acheive µ(F) = 2−|E(H)|

by taking F to be the collection of graphs containing some fixed copy of H.

An old conjecture of Simonovits and Sós says that if H is a triangle, then µ(F) ≤ 1/8,
so the above construction is best possible. The first progress was by Chung, Graham,
Frankl, and Shearer [10], who used an entropy argument to show that if H is not bipartite,
then µ(F) ≤ 1/4. Decades later Ellis, Filmus, and Friedgut [19] made a groundbreaking
improvement of µ(F) ≤ 1/8 for non-bipartite H (completely settling the triangle case).

For bipartite H, much less is known. If H is a disjoint union of stars, there are families
with µ(F) = 1/2−o(1), and if H is a 3-edge path, there are families with µ(F) > 2−|E(H)|.
And that’s all we know. In particular, we don’t know a single example of a bipartite H
for which µ(F) is bounded away from 1/2, though Alon [5] conjectures that if H is not
a disjoint union of stars, then this is always the case. This would follow from the special
case that H is a 3-edge path, but even proving it for, say, H = K100,100 would be very
interesting. Thus far, my approaches have suggested intriguing interactions between
random graphs, Fourier analysis, and information theory, which in turn have led to many
questions of independent interest. For example, we get an isoperimetric-type problem:

Question: If F ⊆ 2[n] is increasing (closed upwards) and balanced (|F| = 2n−1), with
small vertex boundary (|{A ⊆ [n] : ∃i s.t. A \ {i} /∈ F , A ∪ {i} ∈ F}| � 2n), must F
be noticeably correlated with some weighted majority function?
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